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Two for the
price of one
The choice of Pearl-
bordered Fritillary for
the cover of this edition
celebrates two major
events in this 30th
Anniversary year of the
West Midlands branch.
On pages 16 and 17
you can read Senior
Regional Officer
Dr Jenny Joy’s
informative article on
the Midlands Fritillary
Project and its early
successes.

And on pages 4 and
5 you can discover
more about the treasure
that is Butterfly
Conservation’s latest
reserve, Ewyas Harold
Meadows Reserve in
Herefordshire.

Pearl-bordered Fritillary.
(Roger Wasley)

Chat from the Chair

It is always very pleasing to witness the wonderful natural phenomenon
of a ‘Painted Lady Year’ (see Page 12). I hope most of you will by now
have seen this attractive migrant species, which this summer has attracted
lots of media attention, as it appears to have arrived on our shores in
unprecedented numbers. Reports stated that in January heavy winter rains
left the Atlas Mountains of Morocco covered in a lush growth which
provided perfect conditions for hundreds of thousands of hungry
caterpillars. Once they had gorged themselves and pupated they became
a huge hatch of gorgeous Painted Ladies, and of course lads, which were
stimulated to migrate northwards out of north Africa en-masse.
In March and April, flocks of this sporadic wanderer alighted in the

Mediterranean region and started breeding. With a further generation
of happy caterpillars
munching their way
through Portugal, Spain
and France, a vanguard
from the first generation
arrived in the UK in April.
When the second

generation hatched they
also headed north. Some
lucky observers in the
south of England went out
specially to see hundreds if
not thousands coming
inland. One reporter gave
an estimate of 3,000
passing by in 45 minutes,
and there were reports of 18,000 along the Norfolk coast, while
individuals were reported on a website to have reached as far north as
Unst in the Shetland Isles!
The second invasion started to breed in Britain and, as the species has

a one month metamorphosis period, from egg to adult, by the time you
read this article and, weather permitting, it is hoped that our gardens and
wild places will have attracted memorable counts of this attractive
butterfly.
Sadly, it’s unlikely that any of this year’s remaining life stages will be

able to survive our winter weather, and next year we may not see many
of their number, that is unless conditions in north Africa are ideal again –
here’s hoping! I would like to hear from anyone in the region who has
seen more than five in their garden at any one time this year.
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By David Jackson

Chat from the Chair

Ewyas Harold Meadows Official Opening
We were very pleased to welcome Dr Martin Warren, the Society’s Chief

Executive, and Maurice Avent, our national Chairman, who jointly opened
Ewyas Harold Meadows Reserve, Herefordshire on Sunday 17 May 2009.
Despite the constant downpour it was a great turnout, and I even managed to
find a Grizzled Skipper using an orchid’s flower head as an umbrella!

Farmers Agreement should assist Wildlife and Lepidoptera
In July, Environment and Rural Affairs Secretary Hilary Benn announced a

groundbreaking agreement between the farming industry and the Government
which will enable farmers to take action to ensure their farms support and
protect wildlife and biodiversity.
The new agreement will see the National Farmers Union, the Countryside

Land and Business Association and other industry partners work with Natural
England, the Environment Agency and the RSPB to get more farmers into
Environmental Stewardship and expand voluntary action to help protect water
quality, plants, farmland birds and other wild creatures in the local landscape.
Under the new agreement farmers will:-
• Double the uptake of key agri-environment Entry Level Scheme in-field

options, covering 40,000 hectares on top of current levels;
• Increase uncropped land by 20,000 hectares from January 2008 levels.
The campaign will also seek to improve the environmental management of

at least 60,000 hectares of this land; and introduce voluntary measures on other
land covering at least 30,000 hectares and up to 50,000 hectares.
This commitment by the farming community has enabled the Government to

avoid having to regulate to recapture the environmental benefits of set-aside,
which was abolished last year.

Data Inputer(s) urgently required
Your ongoing record submissions are very important to us. Please submit

your records to Nigel Stone before mid-November.
You can download a copy of a Butterfly Recording Form from our Branch

Website: www.westmidlands-butterflies.org.uk
Nigel is still seeking a willing volunteer(s) to either take over/assist him with

computer inputting. If anyone has spare time to help with this valuable task and
wishes to discuss what is involved please contact him by phone on: 02476
335189, or by e-mail: njstone@hotmail.com

Events
As our 30th Anniversary year enters its last quarter, events are still

happening in your county, please come along and support us – we would love to
see more members at organised events, see our listings in this issue – families
are welcome, and you don’t have to be an expert. We look forward to meeting
you.

11 Hyperion Drive, Penn, Wolverhampton WV4 5QW.
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Making news around the West Midlands

Ewyas Harold Meadows is Butterfly
Conservation’s newest reserve
Persistent rain failed to dampen spirits when the West Midlands’ newest nature
reserve was declared officially open on May 17.
Ewyas Harold Meadows reserve is the latest in a growing number of major

Butterfly Conservation projects nationwide. The meadows border the Common
at the village of Ewyas Harold in Herefordshire.
Ewyas Harold Common supports one of the best remaining populations in

the region of the nationally threatened Pearl-bordered Fritillary. This species
is one of Britain’s most threatened butterflies, having lost two thirds of its
populations over the past 30 years. The caterpillars rely on violets that grow in
profusion amongst the bracken litter at Ewyas Harold. The adult butterflies
need nectar and the wild flowers on the new reserve will provide this in
abundance.

Other butterfly species expected to flourish on the new site
include the Marbled White, Grizzled Skipper, Small Heath and
Common Blue.
The new nature reserve is being managed by the West Midlands

Branch of Butterfly Conservation. Work to enhance the breeding and
nectaring habitat for endangered butterflies has already begun.
Volunteers are controlling scrub and access improvements have been
made thanks to funding from under Natural England.
David Jackson, Chairman of the West Midlands branch of

Brollies galore as Maurice Avent (left) and Dr Martin Warren cut a ribbon to
mark the official opening of the reserve in the pouring rain. (John Tilt)
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Left: The special anniversary cake that was shared among guests.

Delighted
Ewyas Harold
Common is a very
special place and
this new reserve
gives us a great
opportunity to
support the area’s
wildlife. We’re
delighted to be able
to join with all the
existing local efforts
being made to care
for the Common and
surrounding sites.

John Davis
Head of Reserves



Butterfly Conservation, said: “These lovely flowery meadows are
wonderful examples of the unimproved grasslands that were once
widespread in the county. If we lose any more of this vital butterfly
habitat we will start to lose the butterflies as well as other wildlife
and rare flower species like the bee orchid.”
The Branch volunteers have also been working hard on the

Common. In partnership with the Herefordshire Nature Trust and
the Ewyas Harold Common Society, scrub control is re-opening
prime habitat areas for butterflies, birds and wildflowers. The
clearance is also carefully retaining what is needed by Dormice
and the other important species that thrive there. This work has
been possible thanks to the Herefordshire Community Commons
Initiative.
The reserve was declared open by Maurice Avent, Butterfly

Conservation’s Chairman, and Dr Martin Warren, Butterfly
Conservation’s Chief Executive, who said: “Butterfly
Conservation now has over 30 reserves across the country. Our
reserves provide a safe haven for butterflies, moths and other
wildlife that are struggling to survive in an ever changing
environment. We look forward to welcoming everyone to this
wonderful part of the Herefordshire countryside.”
Maurice added his thanks for the welcome and support given to

this new reserve by local residents and commoners.

Reserve warden Ian Hart and his wife Dilys.

Nick Williams tries a butterfly-shaped biscuit.Maurice Avent and David Jackson cut the cake.

West Midlands
branch’s great
achievement
It is fantastic to see the West
Midlands branch so involved in
carrying out such important
management work for one of
our most nationally threatened
fritillaries. The acquisition of
this reserve adds more weight
to Ewyas Harold Common
being considered to be one of
the most important sites for
Pearl-bordered Fritillary in the
region – a great achievement!

Dr Jenny Joy
Senior Regional Officer
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Only eggs on the menu
After some superb publicity promoting the Saltwells event along
with our walks booklet in the Express & Star someone forgot to tell
‘his nibs upstairs’ that we also needed sunshine and not drizzle.
Needless to say the weather did not put us Brits off and I was amazed
when eight people were in the car park which went up to 12 when
Mark Williams, the senior warden, and his council colleagues also
joined us.
I had photocopied an A-Z Street Atlas of Dudley and had inked

in the locations for Dingy Skipper and Green Hairstreak along
with my best guess as to where the corridors are that allow these
species to exist in this superficially unlikely environment. It was nice
also to show two new sites found the previous week on a disused
railway line plus a major new discovery on a large brownfield site behind the Hindu
temple in Greets Green that was found by Anita Ferguson and me. I think some of
our guests were relieved with the weather since what was intended was further hard
core ‘exploration’ of disused railway lines and other brownfield sites in the area and not a gentle stroll around
a herb rich field.
Mark therefore stepped in and showed us around the habitats of Saltwells Nature Reserve, including

Netherton Hill. Everyone was impressed not least me since I was not aware of some of the improvements to
habitats he has made in the short time he has been in charge. Well done to him, his team and Dudley Council.
On the way back I showed people how to findOrange-tip eggs before we got back into our cars. Being a leader
has its perks as the couple from Bloxwich bought me a pint of Guinness but they did say they wanted more
next time! I didn’t ask them ‘more of what…?’ Richard Southwell

Above: Patrick Clement found this larva of
the Copper Underwing moth in his garden
in the West Midlands on May 15.

Green Hairstreak.
(Nigel Spencer)

Making news around the West Midlands

Jenny’s not jumping for joy
over Argent & Sable numbers
Shropshire conservation officer Dr Jenny Joy is rather
disappointed with the number of Argent and Sable she
was able to find this spring. On May 31, she found three
of the striking black-and-white day-flying moths at
Swynnerton and another at Bishop’s Wood, both in
Staffordshire. “Four was not a good result for the time
spent in the field compared with previous years,” reports
Jenny. “Perhaps I was
looking a bit too
early.” Jenny also
found an Argent and
Sable in the
Beaudesert Old Park, a
great part of Cannock
Chase which she had
not previously visited.

The striking Argent and
Sable. (Dave Grundy)
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More than 30 people joined the butterfly walk at Grafton Wood, Worcestershire, on July 12 to mark the
30th anniversary of West Midlands branch. Reserve manager John Tilt was able to show visitors good
numbers of Silver Washed Fritillaries and White Admirals, thanks to the great efforts of work parties.
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In Praise of Insomnia
I guess all moth trappers get used to finding some
rare and unusual moths in their traps. Here, in the
West Midlands, it generally remains just a dream
for one of the big migrant hawkmoths to arrive.
On the warm and overcast night of 27 May

2009 in Bodenham, Herefordshire, I awoke at
around 3.00am and couldn’t get back to sleep.
Whether it was credit crunch anxiety or just heavy
breathing next to me, I don’t know, but I decided
to get up and inspect my moth traps. My big
Robinson at the back of the house showed
promise with my first Nut-tree Tussock of the
year and a lovely Alder Moth, amongst other
moths, perched or spiralling around the bulb. I
then walked to the front of the house where I run
an actinic trap against the wall, by the front door.
As I approached the trap I stopped dead in my
tracks. There, sat on the wall, its wings quivering,
was a large, triangular hawkmoth and this time it
wasn’t the usual and expected Elephant
Hawkmoth, but the dream come true; a
magnificent Striped Hawkmoth. My stunned
stillness lasted but a split second. As fast as I
could I scooped the treasure into a specimen pot,
before it could carry on with its migration. Over

the next day it was admired and photographed by
many people prior to it being released at dusk. On
release it towered into the sky and flew round in
circles for several minutes, appearing to orientate
before disappearing off in a northerly direction.
Late Spring 2009 saw the well reported

massive immigration of Painted Ladies into the
UK from North Africa. The Painted Ladies
didn’t come alone but were accompanied by a few
CloudedYellows and a handful of migrant moths,
which included my magnificent Striped
Hawkmoth. My eternal gratitude goes out to both
the moth and the heavy breathing next to me!

Robin Hemming
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Making news around the West Midlands

The West Midlands region is thought to be the heartland of the extremely rare
Mistletoe Marble leaf-mining micro moth Celypha woodiana. This is a very rare
UKBAP priority moth species found on mistletoe. The species name was given in
honour of Dr John Henry Wood who found the first examples, previously unknown
to science, in Herefordshire in 1878. The moth has always had a restricted
distribution in Britain, occurring in counties around the Severn valley, Welsh
borders and southwards. It has been reported from Somerset, Gloucestershire,
Herefordshire, Worcestershire, Warwickshire and Monmouthshire. This mine was
found by myself and Robin Hemming in mistletoe on an apple tree in an orchard
in Bodenham, Herefordshire, on April 28. The larva, nicknamed ‘Woody’, then
continued to feed safely inside its mine until it started to spin a cocoon attached to
a mistletoe leaf on May 10, emerging on June 5. An adult of this rarely recorded
species was trapped in a garden adjacent to an orchard near Slimbridge,
Gloucestershire, by branch member Martin Kennard on July 11. So the moth can
be found. It’s going to be worth searching for more mines in spring 2010!

‘Woody’: life-cycle of a national rarity

By Dave Grundy

The mine in mistletoe.

‘Woody’ emerges on June 5. A rare pupal case. (All photos: Dave Grundy)

The larva stage.
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More than 20 people joined West Midlands branch chairman David Jackson on a White-letter Hairstreak
Foray in Baggeridge Country Park, near Wolverhampton, on July 18. Everyone had a chance to examine
this often difficult to find species close-up, while some stayed on for Six-belted Clearwings attracted to a
lure. Below: White-letter Hairstreak, Six-belted Clearwing, Cinnabar larva (Photos: Nigel Spencer).

West Midlands Branch members in neighbouring
Gloucestershire are revelling in some great news... One of
the UK’s rarest butterflies has produced a second brood in
what conservationists are describing as an extremely rare
event.
A second generation of the endangered Duke of

Burgundy has now been spotted at Rodborough Common
– the furthest north recorded so far. Normally the butterfly
produces one generation a year, taking to the wing in late
April. But a second brood was recorded in August.
“I’d never expected to see this,” says the National

Trust’s conservation adviser Matthew Oates. “I’ve been
butterflying for over 40 years. Butterflies push limits, they
really do... this is a really significant moment for one of
the Duke of Burgundy strongholds.”

Second brood for the rare Duke



West Midlands butterfly transects in 2008
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This report shows what is happening in butterfly transect recording in the West
Midland Branch and, hopefully, will encourage more members to get involved.
I hardly need to say that 2008 was a poor year for butterflies. It was calculated

that it was 30th out of the 31 years that transects have been done. Despite this, 34
transects were walked and more than 25,000 butterflies recorded in the West
Midland Branch area.
A transect is a great commitment; a fixed route is walked for 26 weeks from

April through to the end of September. All butterflies and day-flying moths are
recorded. Transects are often walked by teams of people so that recording can be
continuous over the full period – covering for holidays, etc. So more than 100
recorders are involved in this task, spending in excess of 1,700 man-hours per year.
All the West Midland results are included in the UK Butterfly Monitoring

Scheme. The information obtained from the analysis of the data is considerable and
is now available on the website (http://www.ukbms.org/default.htm).
The information is available at a site and species level. For example, you can

see how many Orange-tips were seen at Grafton Wood in 2005, etc. It contains
species trends: distribution, phenology, abundance and site trends. A full report of
this is available each year which is also obtainable as a PDF from the website.
The information obtained is used on a national level down to a site level. For

example, the data are accepted nationally as an indicator of environmental quality
and species trends are extremely useful as a guide to site management.
We do our own analysis for the West Midland Branch transects each year to

give an idea of what is happening to each species locally. As would be expected,
2008 was an extremely poor year with very high rainfall and also following an
even poorer year of 2007. A total of 17 of our West Midlands transects have been
continuous for the last five years so we are able to do a comparison with the

previous five years.
After adjusting the counts for missed weeks,

the overall numbers were down 13% compared
with the previous four-year average; if we
compared with 2004 (a good year) 2007 was
down 23%.
However, there is also some good news: eight

species showed an increase over the previous four
years average – Essex Skipper, Green-veined
White, Dingy Skipper, Grizzled Skipper,
Silver-washed Fritillary, Holly Blue, Meadow
Brown and Speckled Wood. All BAP species
were down considerably. Pearl-bordered and
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary were down.
High Brown Fritillary is just about hanging on
in the Malverns, despite the good work done by
the Conservators.
On a local level we certainly need more

monitoring of BAP species – Small Pearl-
bordered, Grizzled and Dingy Skippers. So if
anyone would like to help with this valuable work
please e-mail me (john.tilt2@btopenworld.com).

By John Tilt

Hereford & Worcester
Transects

In addition to those
shown on the map,
three transects were
walked in Shropshire
and one in
Staffordshire.
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Butterflies on the move…

By Mike Williams

Although we have had a number of conservation setbacks in the branch’s 30 year
history, increases in global temperatures have meant that some species have
bucked the trend and have done well. The Millennium Atlas of Butterflies in Britain
and Ireland shows very clearly that butterflies are extending their distributions
northwards. Many species, which have been formerly confined to southern Britain,
have shown a significant extension to their range margin of 37km over a 21-year
study period, nearly 2 km per year. Because the West Midlands has been on the
range margin of a number of these species, it is an exciting place to be and the
region is well placed to see at first hand some of these changes in distribution.
As well as expansions in range, there is also evidence that some species that

historically have not been able to survive our winters are now doing so
increasingly. The best example of this is Red Admiral which is now regularly
recorded every month of the year and has been found over a wide area of southern
Britain during the winter as both larva and pupa as well as an adult. It is now often
the case that in January and February there are more sightings of Red Admiral in
the West Midlands than any other species on the British list. There is also some
evidence of increasing numbers of migrant butterflies into the UK with this year’s
mass invasion of Painted Ladies being a good case in point.
Good examples of significant range expansion nationally are Comma, Small

Skipper, Essex Skipper, Holly Blue and, to a lesser degree, Speckled Wood.
Distribution of the Comma, a butterfly that has always been well represented
regionally, has virtually doubled since 1982 and the species is now recorded well
into southern Scotland and has been recorded for the first time ever in Ireland.
Over the same period, Small Skipper has expanded throughoutWales and has now
reached the Scottish border, while the Holly Blue has undergone a similar
expansion in both England and Wales and has also really taken off in Ireland.
If we take my home county of Worcestershire as an example, the first sighting

of Essex Skipper did not occur until 1997. Over the past 10 years, it has become
extremely well established and, while undoubtedly generally under-

recorded because of its similarity to Small Skipper, has been
reported from the majority of 10 km squares. With the

Marbled White, when I first moved to the county
in 1980, one could have drawn an east-west line
through Worcester and say with confidence
that the butterfly did not occur north of
this line. Now the species is found
pretty well throughout the county
occurring on most remaining areas
of unimproved grassland not
subject to annual cutting. A
similar story can be told with
the BrownArgus, a species in
the early 80s pretty well
confined to Bredon Hill, but
now found over much of the
county with the apparent
exception of the north-east.
This species has clearly
benefited from the

Painted Lady
(Martin Chainey,
cutout: Ray Parry)
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Holly Blue
(Andrew Daw)



introduction of set-a-side and much of the expansion is associated with the
utilisation of various species of geranium as an alternative larval foodplant to
rockrose. In 1982, when Jack Green published his guide to the butterflies of
Worcestershire, the White Admiral was so rare that the author kept the locations
where it was found confidential. Now it occurs in virtually every area of woodland
in the county right up to the edge of Birmingham and into the adjoining counties.
What is difficult with some species is to distinguish the impact of climate

change from other factors. The Brown Hairstreak is a really good case in point.
The last 13 years show a major expansion in range withinWorcestershire but is this
really the result of climate change or is it increased recording effort or the impact
of improved hedgerow management on the back of agri-environment schemes? I
suspect that all these factors have played their part.
As well as range expansion, perhaps the other most striking impact of climate

change has been with regard to emergence dates and flight periods. Generally
species are being first reported much earlier in the year and are seen over a longer
time period. Back in the 1980s, the first Orange Tip was generally not seen until
May, now it is unusual if it is not seen by mid-April and in some seasons e.g. 2005
it is recorded before the end of March. In recent years, there have been examples
of normally single brooded species like White Admiral and Dingy Skipper
apparently producing a partial second generation in southern Britain. Similarly,
with normally doubled brooded species like Small Copper, there have been
increasing records of specimens being on the wing in October suggesting a partial
third generation.
It is perhaps easy to get carried away with the positive effects of climate

change, perhaps even envisaging new species of butterfly queuing up at the
Channel Tunnel to make the crossing, but it is not all good news. There has been
a lot of concern in recent years about the collapse in numbers of the Small
Tortoiseshell in Britain although there has been a slight recovery in 2009. Once
one of our commonest and familiar garden butterflies, it has now suddenly become
rather scarce. Research has suggested that this decline is linked with the arrival
into the UK of a parasitic fly Sturmia bella which is a well-known parasite of
Small Tortoiseshells and other Nymphalidae on the Continent. It first arrived in
Britain in 1999 and has since spread to most areas having a major detrimental
effect on Small Tortoiseshell populations. Certainly, a less welcome impact of
climate change on butterflies.
It is also important to recognise that 72% of British butterfly species have

decreased in distribution between 1970-82 and 1995-2004. This is particularly the
case with what can be described as habitat specialists which have shown a 93%
decrease over this time period compared to the wider countryside species which
have only declined by 56%. This sadly, despite all our efforts, is still continuing,
with the recent possible loss of Wood White at Monkwood and High Brown
Fritillary from the Malverns.
It will be interesting to see what the future has in store for

the region’s butterflies. Developing our knowledge of the
continuing impact of climate change will be key to ensuring
that the right priorities and land management decisions are
taken. Continuing recording and monitoring butterflies is all the
more important in the years ahead and this is something where
we all have a part to play.

� This article is based on a presentation given at the annual
meeting of the Worcestershire BRC in March 2009. A fuller
version of this article subsequently appeared in Worcestershire
Record No. 26, April 2009 (www.wbrc.org.uk).
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High Brown Fritillaries
(Roger Wasley)

Small Copper at
Grafton Wood on

9 August
(Nigel Spencer)

Small Tortoiseshell on
Bircher Common

Orange Tip
(Andrew Daw)
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Never too young to start moth recording

By Laurence Machin

My name is Laurence Machin and I am 10 years old. I have been interested in
moths and butterflies since 2006 when I helped my father to make a moth trap
to use in our garden in Bewdley, Worcestershire. During that Summer we found
out about moth trapping sessions in the Wyre Forest, right on our doorstep, and
I couldn’t believe just how many types there were! I go to several moth events
each month, usually to woodlands in the county but also to other habitats. Reed
beds are particularly good.
Moth trapping is relatively easy to do, once

you have bought the basic equipment. In my
garden we plug into the house electrical socket
and, depending on the weather, we trap several
times each week. Moths are often abundant when
we get warm, cloudy, calm conditions – from
March to November! I really enjoy examining the
trap in the morning – and I’m getting better at
identifying the species, however I leave Dad to
sort out all the smaller micros (and the pugs!).
Our records go off to the Garden Moth

Scheme, run by Dave Grundy, so he can build a
picture of which moths are doing well and which
are in decline. Last year we had the best garden in
the United Kingdom for moth records, so we will
be trying hard to keep top spot in 2009! We have
recorded 343 types of macro moths (the larger

ones) in nearly three
years in our garden. My favourites are all the hawk-
moths, plus Lobster Moth, Orange Moth, Pale
Tussock and Buff-tip. The hawk-moths have sticky
legs and are hard to dislodge once you try to release
them back onto a twig or leaf. Our garden has many
well-established trees and shrubs and quite a large
range of flowers including Honeysuckle and
Lavender. We are also next to a street light which
attracts many moths. Perhaps the biggest reason why
we get so many moths is our proximity to the Wyre
Forest, one of the best sites for moths in the country!
I would really like to trap a Death’s Head

Hawk-moth. My uncle saw one in Cornwall several
years ago. I also want to take our generator and trap
up in the mountains of North Wales this year.
Another ambition is to go to Scotland and see a
Kentish Glory. Hopefully my Dad will take me to
the Isles of Scilly in the Autumn to trap some
migrant moths like Convulvulus Hawk-moth.
This Summer I am collecting caterpillars and leaf

miners which I am rearing in an old, converted fish
tank. So far I have over 40 caterpillars feeding on

Buff-tip is one of my
favourites. (Patrick Clement)

Left: This is me checking the night’s catch.
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oak, birch, sallow and other leaves. My best find was a Merveille du Jour,
found on the bark of an oak tree.
Moth trapping is really great fun. You can start your own trap in your garden,

but have adults to supervise the running of these. Alternatively you can find out
about moth meetings in your area by checking out moth websites or going to
nature reserves and
seeing what’s on. I’m
always amazed by all
the different types – the
different shapes and
sizes, their camouflage
and their colours. It’s
also fun staying up late
(weekends and
holidays!), meeting
other people and
sharing their
knowledge. However,
there are not too many youngsters who go along as yet, so why not give moths
a try? I’ve had a mention in mothing newletters and been complimented for my
choice of trapping locations. I used to be called ‘Fingers’ when I was younger
because of my enthusiasm to look inside the traps! I’m a bit more careful
nowadays. Moth trapping is certainly an exciting hobby – and I’m doing my bit
for moth conservation. Who knows where it will lead?
If you want to contact me about moths you can email me at:

ian.machin@tiscali.co.uk

Merveille du Jour was my best find on the bark of
an oak. (Ray Birchenough)

Painted Lady.
(Andrew Daw)

Painted Lady
adds colour
at Ryton
West Midlands
branch members
were among 36
people who joined
the Warwickshire
branch field
meeting at Ryton
Wood Meadows
Reserve near
Coventry on May
24. Seventeen
species of
butterfly were
recorded,
including at least
25 Painted Lady.
Nine species of
moth and four
dragonflies were
also seen.

This Orange-tip
larva was a good
find by the leader.
(Nigel Spencer)

Norton Covert reveals its secrets
Moth-ers Alan Prior, Val Weston and
Patrick Clement set up their traps at
Norton Covert, a former quarry, on
July 18. Sandwiched between the A449
Kidderminster Road and an
embankment on its northern side,
Norton Covert is a basin-like area of
trees, hills and sand dunes in
Stourbridge, West Midlands.
In recent years, the quarter-mile

stretch of woodland – famed locally for
its varied wildlife and appealing walks
– has been subject to huge levels of
wind and rain erosion. Pathways have
withered away, dozens of trees have
collapsed and the northern embankment
has diminished. Landslides have
damaged the only path that runs along
the top of the far side on the edge that
runs parallel to a 200 ft. drop.
The weather was kind that evening

and the trio recorded a total of 570
moths of 136 species.

Broad-bordered Yellow
Underwing. (Photos: Alan Prior)

Dusky Sallow.
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By Dr Jenny Joy

Butterfly Conservation started a new project in the West Midlands Region
earlier this year when the ‘Midlands Fritillary Project’ finally got fully
underway. The project aims to direct effort on practical conservation measures
to improve habitat for five fritillary species on 168 individual sites in nine areas
of the West Midlands region and the Forest of Dean (yes, we know this is really
in the south-west!). In addition to the focus on the High Brown Fritillary,
Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, the work will
benefit a further 11 UK BAP Priority Species of butterfly and moth, and two
other fritillaries, the Dark Green Fritillary and Silver-washed Fritillary.
One of the key elements of this project was to derive match funding from

landfill applications to implement practical conservation work. Two landfill
applications have already been prepared (thanks to hard work by Sam Ellis and
David Bridges) and we have just heard that the first of these has been
successful. The Biffaward funded Princethorpe Woods Habitat Restoration
Project in Warwickshire will create 112 ride-side clearings as well as creating
some coppice and butterfly banks, with the work due to be completed over the
2009/2010 winter. A second landfill application, Conserving the Wood White
Butterfly in the South Shropshire Woods, has recently been submitted to SITA
Trust to implement an extensive ride-side widening and conifer removal
programme on seven sites. So if you hear about any of the three projects
mentioned above they are really all part of the same one – complicated or what?
The Midlands Fritillary Project is being managed by Jenny Joy with Nick

Williams being the project officer working two days per week. Many of you
will already know Nick as he has regularly volunteered for Butterfly
Conservation at Grafton Wood and has run conservation and chainsaw training
courses at Stourbridge College for a number of years. One of the most

The Midlands Fritillary
Project

Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary training day
participants at Snailbeach
about to set off on a long
hike. (John Clarke)
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important parts of Nick’s job is to work with branch volunteers, encourage new
recorders and provide training in survey and monitoring techniques. Involving
local people is therefore another essential part of this project and that is where
we need your support!
So far, there have been two major strands to our survey and monitoring work.

The first of these has been habitat assessment and survey for Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillary in the Forest of Dean. To date, the Midlands Fritillary
Project has held two training days in the Dean involving 23 people, timed counts
and habitat assessments have been carried out on 16 sites, and now Nick is in
the process of translating the results into management advice. Encouragingly,
2009 seems to have been a fairly good year for the Small Pearl-bordered
Fritillary in the Forest of Dean and the survey work has identified a number of
simple steps that could be taken to improve vastly the habitat for this butterfly.
The second strand has been undertaking a targeted survey for Small Pearl-

bordered Fritillary in the South Shropshire Hills where this butterfly is still
relatively widespread and occurs in rush pasture habitats where marsh violet is
present. A training day held near Snailbeach in June 2009 attracted 17 people
only two of whom were Butterfly Conservation members but all of whom were
keen to learn more about this butterfly. Despite intermittent cloud and rain and
a steep walk uphill to a site, enthusiasm was undimmed and an encouraging 68
Small Pearl-bordered Fritillaries were eventually recorded on Brook Vessons
(a Shropshire Wildlife Trust reserve) in the afternoon.
One of the most positive things about the Midlands Fritillary Project is that

is has enabled us to continue working on key fritillary sites where we have
already had previous input. As we all know, it takes a long time to build up
effective working relationships with partner organisations whereas continuing
with established relationships can be much more productive. For this reason, our
ongoing work in the Wyre Forest area continues to be successful with the
maximum benefits being derived from the SITA Trust funded ‘Back to Orange’
project work. In the Malvern Hills, over 20 of you were licensed to help with a
Dark Green Fritillary/High Brown Fritillary ratio estimate starting with an
event on June 23. Sadly, the weather deteriorated shortly after this ratio estimate
got underway and, while it is too early to draw firm conclusions, it looks like
very few potential High Brown Fritillary were seen let alone captured.
Special thanks are due to Simon Glover, Mike Slater and Mike Williams

whose huge efforts have made this project a reality.
Jenny Joy and Nick Williams

One of the Forest of
Dean training days in
June. (Jenny Joy)

Pair of Small Pearl-
bordered Fritillaries.

(Brett Westwood)

Dark Green Fritillary:
2009 was the first

confirmed record for
this butterfly in the

Wyre Forest for some
time.

(Steven Cheshire)
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Twelve years ago, in our second year of BC, Jane and I went with our two young
daughters for a long weekend to Norfolk to put a tick against Swallowtail. I was
already getting people to record for the Millennium Atlas and, as further
encouragement, Roland Rogers showed us around Catfield Fen which included a
trip on the punt. My abiding memory is watching in disbelief as Roland lost his
footing when mooring the boat as he sank to his waist in the grimpen mire! What
a gentleman, not one expletive. The best picture of Swallowtail was taken in the
car park after the tour. Nothing new there then!
Well things were different this time. Kirsty and Debbie have left the nest and

were replaced by our old friend, Malcolm. We also came at the end of June and
not the last week of May since we hoped to also see Silver-studded Blue over the
course of the week. Prior to our visit I asked Norfolk branch for advice on the two
butterflies but also volunteered to do some tetrad bashing for the branch in poorly
recorded areas.
Over the week the weather was good which allowed us full opportunity to

follow our wildlife interests. We recorded 29 tetrads which did include seven
‘mega’ sites but also 21 tetrads with six or less species recorded – indeed seven
had no records at all. Catfield Fen is very much as we remember it and we were
as mightily impressed with Wheatfen Broad as we were unimpressed with the
RSPB’s predilection to charge for everything at Strumpshaw Marsh which we
ignored. Winterton Dunes was a totally unexpected treat, yet again the car park
area gave us a ‘special’, namely a dark aberration of the Large Skipper, also a
Dark Green Fritillary fighting off Meadow Browns which were trying to edge
in on its preferred nectar source. Our tip to local members who always think you
might do something is to ask the branch recorder in February to allocate four
tetrads for you to record – you will be surprised how enjoyable it is. In truth, we
are quite addicted, but my second tip is to find a few poorly recorded areas on your
way to your destination and come back a different route doing the same. Don’t be
put off if you are in boring farmland, there is a thrill to be a first to find something
and as an example you will be as likely to find White-letter Hairstreak in that
habitat as anywhere else. On one excursion we stopped by the roadside at ‘zero’
Hempstead Heath while on our way to Horsey Gap from East Ruston Common.
The recording took less than five minutes, well worth it for four species.
Recording ‘boring’ areas does have a purpose more than whetting your thirst

for a pint at the local. It was apparent to us that in Norfolk the scheme that
subsidises farmers by leaving the edges of their fields free for nature was having
a beneficial effect when comparing our records for those that hadn’t joined. If you
are friends with any farmers not in the scheme you can do your bit for
conservation by asking them to join it. Do not accept a ‘but’ or ‘if only’.
In the West Midlands we only have Prees Heath for Silver-studded Blue

whereas Norfolk has about six sites. We went to East Ruston Common and in the
systematic ‘sweep’ along the telegraph line logged 151.
I do hope this article encourages you to record. Would anyone like to check out

Wednesbury in the Black Country on the way to Wyre Forest? You might well be
surprised. I have found a number of sites this year for the local priority species
Dingy Skipper and Green Hairstreak in nearby Dudley and Tipton – one
location, attractively called Burnt Tree, also had breeding Skylarks and the
greatest number of Bee Orchids I have ever seen! Richard Southwell

Don’t accept a ‘but’ or ‘if only’

Bee Orchid and razor
wire at Burnt Tree
(Patrick Clement)

Swallowtail

Silver-studded Blues at
East Ruston Common
(Jane Southwell)
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Butterfly ID training in the Wyre Forest
Grow With Wyre is an HLF-funded Landscape Partnership Scheme (with the
Forestry Commission as the lead partner organisation) and this started its three-
year delivery in 2009. There are 18 projects in the scheme, two of which were
linked to provide training for volunteers in butterfly identification in the Wyre
Forest. These are Back to Orange (lead partner Butterfly Conservation through
Dr Jenny Joy, West Midlands Senior Regional Officer) and Branching Out,
which encourages people to visit and enjoy the forest.
MikeWilliams and RosemaryWinnall led three one-day workshops this year

which were timed to coincide with the flight times of the special butterflies of
the forest. Morning indoor sessions provided the opportunity to learn about
identification features, lifestyles, food plants, monitoring techniques and
recording schemes, and ID resources available. The newly-written identification
leaflet Wyre Forest Butterflies through the Seasons (also funded through Grow
With Wyre, Back to Orange) provided an informative reference leaflet. This is
currently on sale at the Wyre Forest Visitor Centre.
The afternoons were spent in the field and, thanks to good

weather, participants had close encounters with 24 species of
butterflies over the three days. We were able to compare some of
the more difficult species such as Small White andGreen-veined
White, Small Skipper and Essex Skipper, Pearl-bordered
Fritillary and Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary, male and female
Silver-washed Fritillaries, Large White and Brimstone, Holly
Blue and Common Blue, and hints were given about jizz. Group
members also had opportunities to practice filling in the Butterfly
Conservation Recording Form and taking part in a Transect Walk.
We all enjoyed good company, the delightful Wyre Forest and,

of course, the flying beauties of the day!

By Rosemary Winnall

Another group enjoy trying out their
new-found ID skills in the Wyre.

Mike Williams (fourth from left) with members of the first ID course in the Wyre Forest. (Rosemary Winnall)



Gavin’s message is clear and simple…

By Jackie Davis
– journalist and recent
convert to butterflies!

Gavin and Jade take a
breather on one of
their regular butterfly
walks.

Get out there and keep recording! That’s the message to fellow butterfly
enthusiasts from stalwart volunteer Gavin Woodman.
His experiences of noting the species around his local area in Staffordshire

have convinced him that regular and continual monitoring is essential to get a
clear, accurate and up to date picture of what is happening and what changes are
taking place in butterfly populations.
Gavin, 42, who lives in Eccleshall, became involved with Butterfly

Conservation about seven years ago and is a familiar sight walking through the
countryside, camera at the ready, with his faithful border collie, Jade.
Latterly, he has concentrated on areas which have not been surveyed for

many years – with impressive results. He has found Dingy Skipper at many
new locations while also noting the spread across and up Staffordshire of the
Ringlet, and looking for under recorded species such as Green, Purple and
White-letter Hairstreaks.
Gavin, who works in the certification department of an electrical testing

company, said: “People don’t seem to be sending in their records so much
anymore. But things are always changing and butterflies could be moving into
areas unnoticed.
“It needs regular monitoring. I would urge people to get out into the

countryside around them and start recording again. Your butterfly records are
important, there could be something on your local patch
waiting to be found. Without the knowledge of where
important sites are for some of our scarcer species, there
is no chance of appropriate management or protection.”
With a lifelong love of wildlife and photography,

Gavin was initially interested in dragonflies. “I started
to take notice of butterflies as I looked for dragonflies
and actually first became aware of Butterfly
Conservation through a dragonfly site guide,” he
recalls.
He has been recording butterflies in Staffordshire

and North Shropshire for the past six years and in 2008
found a single
Dingy Skipper
while walking
around Hazelslade
Nature Reserve,
near Cannock in
S t a f f o r d s h i r e .
Gavin thought this
might be a new
location and was
prompted to
contact Richard
Southwell, former
West Midlands
branch chairman,
who suggested a
number of other
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locations worth checking in the Cannock,
Burntwood, Heath Hayes and Brownhills areas.
This year he has visited most of the sites as well as
many other new ones he has found during his
walks, reconfirming the presence of Dingy
Skipper at a number of locations.
He has also been helping with theWhite-letter

Hairstreak recording project in locations in
Staffordshire, North Shropshire, Cheshire and
Wales for the past two years. And, as if that’s not
enough, he has joined winter work parties at Prees
Heath Common Reserve, Shropshire and local
nature reserves.
Gavin also teams up with Jim Cresswell, the

branch’s Mapmate database recorder, for weekend
work parties at Grafton Wood and Walsgrove Hill
in Worcestershire and, more recently, at
Monkwood, Worcester and Ewyas Harold
Common, Herefordshire.
“I enjoy those trips further afield,” he says.

“But generally I just love getting out in my own
local area, walking the dog, enjoying the
countryside and reporting what I find. Local
knowledge is the best way of building up a good
overall picture which is why I would encourage
others to do the same.”

A pair of mating Dingy Skippers found by Gavin
during an exploration of Prospect Village, Cannock.
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Below: This Yellow-legged Clearwing was one of
four attracted to a pheromone lure at Kinver
Edge, Staffordshire, on June 1.

Above: This White-barred Clearwing attracted to
a pheromone lure on May 31 is thought to be

the first record for this species at Kingsford Park,
Worcestershire. (Photos: Patrick Clement)



How new guide took me straight to Grayling
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In a rare break in the perpetual deluge which has been our summer, I set out with
‘30 Butterfly Walks in the West Midlands’ in hand, intent on spotting my first
Grayling on the northern slopes of the Malvern Hills. Since joining Butterfly
Conservation and being sold this invaluable guide at Tiddesley Wood open day, I
have had the privilege of discovering my first Pearl-bordered Fritillaries and White
Admirals in some beautiful corners of the West Midlands.
Following the route set out in the guide I began climbing the side of North Hill.

Half way up I fortuitously happened to meet Roger Wasley, who designed the
guide, his wife Sheila and a friend who were also seeking out the Grayling in order
to photograph them. They spotted me carrying the book and our common goal was
realised. They informed me that they had already tracked one down thanks to a
group of climbers who had pointed them in the direction of butterflies on the wing

close to the summit of an outcrop called Ivyscar. Following
an unsuccessful search at the top of the hill, the group offered
to show me the spot where they had earlier been so
successful. We scrambled up a steep and slippery slope to the
top of the outcrop taking care to avoid tripping on the
climbers’ ropes and plunging some 50ft to the foot of the
rockface. Having reached the top I was almost immediately
rewarded with my first ever sighting of the elusive and
superbly camouflaged Grayling!
If I had not witnessed precisely where it then settled on the

rock outcrop I would have struggled to locate it, as it blended
perfectly with the lichen covered rock. With the sun only

emerging intermittently the Grayling held fast and I
was rewarded with what I felt, considering the
limitations of my point-and-shoot camera, were
some satisfying close-up pictures of its beautifully
decorated underwings. A very fulfilling trip and I
now look forward to more, courtesy of this book.

By Ben Cooke

Chief Executive Dr Martin Warren with his copy of
our guide to butterfly walks in the West Midlands.

Help the Branch and
order your copy now!
The branch has sold hundreds of copies of ‘30
Butterfly Walks of the West Midlands’ but we need to
secure more sales to break even on the venture. If you
haven’t ordered your copy yet – or you know
someone who would enjoy a copy as a gift – send a
cheque for £5.95, made payable to ‘Butterfly
Conservation West Midlands Branch’ to:
Mike Williams, 2 Dewberry Close, Stourport,
Worcestershire, DY13 8TB.
If you could help the branch by supplying copies

for sale to countryside centres or similar outlets near
where you live, copies can be supplied via Mike on a
sale or return basis. Contact Mike on 01299 824860
or by email (mike@stagborough.fsnet.co.uk).
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Ray sets up his faithful Robinson moth trap in prepar-
ation for another night’s catch in West Herefordshire.

Our ever-growing knowledge of moths and their
wavering fortunes depends on the dedication of
enthusiastic recorders like Ray Birchenough. Ray,
who turned 87 in July, began noting butterflies and
day-flying moths in South London in 1938 and has
continued with his passion ever since – save for
service as a Mosquito navigator in the Royal Air
Force during the Second World War.
Ray is thought to have been the first moth

recorder in West Herefordshire when he set up a
new home in 1987 after his retirement from the
National Health Service. His records provide a
fascinating insight into the rise and fall of hundreds
of species in his area of the West Midlands region.
In fact, with a species tally of 732, Ray has the

17th highest known garden list in Britain, at the
time this edition of The Comma was being
prepared for print. The only higher list from aWest
Midlands garden is that of Jeff Rush, from
Worcestershire, with 818 at No. 12. Ray has
meticulous, hand-written details of every catch as
he never touched a computer until he was 80!
Perhaps Ray’s greatest claim to fame came on

the night of 13 October 1995 when he caught the
only recorded Oleander Hawk-moth in
Herefordshire. But his extensive records also shed
light on many more night-fliers. For instance, for
about 20 years from 1988, his garden was the only
place in the county to record Square-spotted
Clay, a Nationally Scarce B species. Nine out of
every ten of the Nationally Scarce A Silver Cloud
he catches in his trusted Robinson trap are of the
even rarer melaleuca form and the Nationally
Scarce B Double Line, thought to be extinct in
Herefordshire since 1908, was recorded by Ray on
17 July 2005.
Over the years Ray has noted a massive decline

in the once abundant Heart and Dart. In one
season he rcorded more than 11,000 and a
staggering 1,500 in one night; last year he
struggled to catch 400. He also has the unhappy
distinction of catching the county’s last Gothic in
July 1992.
But thanks to Ray Birchenough – and all the

moth recorders of the West Midlands branch –
Butterfly Conservation has a much clearer picture
of how moth populations are fairing. Please keep
up your excellent work and keep sending in your
records!

Ray catches up with more garden moths

Ray’s magnificent Oleander Hawk-moth
was a county first.
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More than 100 species at Hartlebury
We had a good night’s moth trapping on Hartlebury Common, near Stourport,
Worcestershire, on June 20. Seventeen people attended over the course of the
night, running around 16 traps. It was a late start being so close to the longest
day. The weather was good, overcast and mild with a light breeze.
We trapped well over 100 species, including some heathland specialities.

Several Dotted Border Wave, including one heavily striped individual,
Beautiful Brocade, Fox Moth, Grass Wave, Bird’s Wing (left), Pempelia
palumbella and Teleiodes diffinis were among the highlights. Mike Southall

This Great Oak Beauty, the first recorded at the
site for 40 years, was among more than 140
species attracted to light traps in Chaddesley
Wood, Worcestershire on July 4. (Alan Prior)

What a Beauty at Chaddesley?

The moth identification training course led by Dr Norman Lowe and put on by the Butterfly Conservation
Moth Count Project at Marden, Herefordshire, in May. It was much enjoyed by all. (Robin Hemming)

Tree-mendous idea! Using scaffolding and a ladder
to get a closer view of Brown Hairstreaks in
Worcestershire. Full story next issue. (Mike Williams)
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It was exciting to be part of the first group of butterfly eco-tourists to visit the
Kaçkar mountains in Turkey. The trip was co-led by Mike Williams, of the West
Midlands branch of Butterfly Conservation, and Szabolcs Sáfián, of Hungary,
and organised through TEMA the largest environmental NGO in Turkey. Their
representative, Egemen Çakir, would accompany us as guide and translator
during our 10-day trip.
The Kaçkar range is dramatically comprised of granite eroded into

fascinating peaks and there are limestone deposits with fossils. Past volcanic
activity has created outcrops of extraordinary shapes. The Çoruh and Barhal
rivers are rocky, fast flowing and bursting with energy. Streams edged with
flowers in a myriad of colours splash their way over the slopes. Many plants
including saxifrages, sedums and bellflowers of varying hues cling to the rocks
of the spectacular gorges.
This then was the breathtakingly beautiful backdrop to the purpose of our

journeys – the butterflies. Turkey is host to almost 400 species and within the
Kaçkar, the Çoruh basin alone contains an incredible 200 species. The itinerary
for our group of nine was to visit sub-alpine grassland, mountain meadows, dry
Mediterranean steppe-like grasslands and also forest margins. Our first three
nights were to be spent in Yusufeli.
Heading off expectantly to Bahceli for our first day in the field, one of the

first gems to be revealed was the delightful Little Tiger Blue. Some butterflies,
like the Ionian Emperor, chose to be the hunter rather than the hunted. Turkish
Fiery Copper, Aedon Blue, Freyer’s Fritillary, Yellow-banded Skipper,
Loew’s Blue and many more followed – a kaleidoscope of butterflies in fact!
Out came our field guides, Butterflies of Turkey by Ahmet Baytas. Our
identification skills were quickly tested as by lunchtime we had recorded an
amazing 64 species. Of course, Safi was familiar with all the butterflies and the
use of nets speeded up the identification process. However this was to cause
problems in the future!
Next day on a flowery slope more bright orange fritillaries. “What colour are

the veins?” A plethora of blues, “Hey don’t forget the zephyrs here can have a
stud in the anal angle” and “Here’s a pyrgus – where’s the book? Wow, here’s
one that’s read the book!” Now and then a shout “Colias coming your way” and
nets would instinctively be raised.
Moving on to our next stop we were met on the road by Jandarma;

police looking more like soldiers with guns much in evidence. They
insisted on escorting us to the station in Yusufeli where chairs were
provided in the garden and we were politely served tea. Egemen was
the perfect diplomat dealing with the situation explaining our nets
were for identification purposes only – not for collecting. After
checking passports and confirming the validity of our permit to be
there, the police apologised for keeping us and allowed us to go on
our way.
As we arrived at our destination, the farm at Kılıçkaya, it started

to rain. The farmers hastily transferred our lunch into a barn and
served us a delicious chicken dish with salad. We were beginning to
feel the rain inside the barn when raki was issued all round. Optimism
was in the air and soon the clouds cleared so we set about finding our
target species – the Dusky Large Blue. Orchids and Marsh Helleborines kept

Pioneers find Turkey full of Eastern promise

By Barbara Higginbotham

Ionian Emperor.

Little Tiger Blue.
(Photos: Barbara
Higginbotham)



some of us busy, then at last the shout “Dusky Large Blue”. Safi advised the
farmer how best to conserve the species, and after much hugging all round we
returned contentedly to our minibus.
The next day at Taskiran everyone was pleased to see Nickerl’s Fritillary.

Many butterflies including striking Purple-shot Coppers and Meleager’s
Blues kept us amused until rain stopped play, so we enjoyed our lunch under
cover of the minibus. However, we were soon out in the field again under a blue
sky. Colourful geraniums produced Geranium Argus. Pristine Zephyr Blues
and Pearl-bordered Fritillaries were abundant.
The following four nights were spent in Barhal or to give it it’s Turkish name

Altıparmak after the Six Fingers mountain. More fabulous scenery, beautiful
plants and sites teeming with butterflies. In the Yüksekoba Valley there was
great excitement to see the Balkan Clouded Yellow (Caucasian Clouded
Yellow in the Baytas field guide) – a bright orange flame dashing through the
sky. Eros Blue, Hewitson’s Ringlet, Olive Skipper and Eastern Orange Tip
were added to the list. Some of us were searching for the Balkan Copper but
one chose to visit Mike and Safi who were sat chatting quietly by a stream. It
was a perfect, pristine specimen, duly potted and admired by all. However, it
chose not to model for the photographers, and flew off at great speed as soon as
it was released.
At Pisenkaya a silene species covered in clouds of Black-veined Whites

lined the road. It also proved to be an irresistible source of nectar for many
Broad-bordered Bee Hawk-moths. Lederer’s Heath was spotted. Walking
back to the minibus, admiring the plants on the way we came across Apollos
that were happy to be photographed.
All too soon it was our last drive home alongside the fast flowing Barhal

river, passing the colourful flowers adorning the rocks, and the odd cry of
“Dipper” keeping us awake! There was just time to stop for a reviving beer and
to visit the impressive 1,000-year-old Georgian church built completely of
stone, including the roof.
The following morning, after saying our farewells at the Barhal Pansiyon we

headed for Yaylalar – highland settlements in Turkish. It’s an area of traditional
farms nestled in a truly spectacularly beautiful landscape. It is also home to the
Brown Bear. Indeed one of our party was shortly going to be lucky enough to
see its furry shape in the distance!
After taking possession of our rooms we drove to Körahmet. It seemed

strange to see large numbers ofMarsh Fritillarieswhen they are so hard to find
in the UK. Pontic Blue and Gavarnie Blue were soon picked out among the

Green-underside, Mazarine, Idas and Osiris
Blues. Unfortunately on seeing our nets some
local people feared we might be collectors and we
were delayed while Egemen dealt with the
situation. We were to carry on without our
offensive weapons!
Further on, spring water bubbling across the

road had attracted scores of butterflies. We were
absorbed in identifying them when some local
women passed by with their scythes. We were
reminded that many of the species we had come to
see were surviving there thanks to them and their
hard work in traditional farming methods.
We soon had good views of Apollos on the

flower-studded slopes. Not to be ignored was the

An Apollo happy to pose
for photographers.

Women with scythes in
the Kaçkar mountains.
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Blues mud-puddling.



dainty little endemic Bellflower (Campanula betulifolia).
The next day we drove to Olgunlar, then set off on foot with the majestic Mt.

Kaçkar on the horizon. The pure, unpolluted air was exhilarating as we began
our day in the field. Scarlet-headed Rosefinches made an appearance. Some
members of the group covered much ground reaching the base camp for trekkers
and enjoying a cup of çay with them. Others had lunch sat by the river edged
with bright orange Geum coccineum, Polygonum bistorta and Primula
auriculata. It was a day to appreciate the beautiful scenery. However, mud-
puddling blues were hard to resist, as was an Alcon Blue resting on Sedum
pilosum. A good day was had by all!
The next morning our plan was to head straight back to Yusufeli and the

Ögdem plateau – that was until Safi spotted a couple of Yellow-legged
Tortoiseshells. They were not to be missed, but soon we were again on our way.
Eventually we made a stop and added Turquoise Blue to the list. Nearby was a
swathe of bright red Sedum sempervivoides. Rain set in and we set off for Hotel
Barcelona in Yusufeli. Supper was taken by candlelight as a thunderstorm
played havoc with the electricity supply.
We had one last day in the field before our evening flight from Erzurum.

Mike’s highest number of species seen on a tour of a similar duration was 142.
Could we match it? There was one to go. Stopping on the Kılıçkaya road, as we
stepped out of the minibus, in the blink of an eye Mike netted a blue that proved
to be Polyommatus merhaba – hello in English and so called the Hi Blue. This
produced a very happy Hi Five as we had managed 142. ABlack Stork did a low
celebratory fly-past and even the Golden Oriole singing in the valley below
seemed pleased for us. More excitement was to follow in the next hour on
finding three more new species, thus making this the ‘145 Tour’!
At Arosyala, the friendly people of Kılıçkaya had prepared a sumptuous

meal accompanied by copious amounts of raki. It was just as well we had
finished counting! Nearby was a stand of Bug Orchids and also Gentians to add
to our pleasure. Soon it was time to board the minibus for the drive to Uzundere
where we were served with a beautifully presented tasty meal before travelling
on to the airport. The conversation focused on the need for a survey on this side
of the Kaçkar as it was so obviously rich in flora and fauna. (Safi saw another 7
species in Erzurum over the next two days.) We also commented on the fact that
the whole of the Kaçkar range is ripe for butterfly eco-tourism bearing in mind
the extraordinary number of species to be
seen. We each had our own special stars of
this particular trip and we were also
extremely pleased with our experience
regarding both accommodation and food.
Egemen and his assistant Bülent had

looked after us well – nothing was too much
trouble. Mert our driver who drove as
skillfully in reverse as in forward gear
handled the tortuous, sometimes treacherous
terrain with aplomb. It was a privilege to
spend time with Safi who has phenomenal
knowledge, and moreover is thoughtful and
patient in imparting it to others.
To sum up, hospitality with sincerity was

ubiquitous making it hard to say goodbye –
better to say görüsmek üzere – see you soon.
Thanks again Mike – well done!

Alcon Blue on
Sedum pilosum.
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Butterfly number 142
goes in the pot!

From left: Maurice
Higginbotham,
Mike Williams,

Tony Simpson and
co-leader Sáfián.



Dates for your diary

Oct 3 (Sat) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 6.00pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461 or Alan Prior
0121 778 2973.
Oct 3 (Sat) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Heather plug planting/seed harvesting at Hangars field. Meet at 10.30am on the access track off the A49
opposite the Steel Heath turning (GR: SJ557363). Wear suitable clothing and footwear, and bring a
packed lunch. Contact: Stephen Lewis, warden, 01743 340721 or 07900 886809.
Oct 4 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
Meet at 10.00am at the reserve car park off the Sinton Green to Monkwood Green road (GR: SO803603).
Contact: George Groves 01905 620721 or 07989 474045.
Oct 7 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
Meet at 10.00am at Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford (next to the church) just off the A422Worcester
/ Stratford road (GR: SO963557). Contact John Tilt 01386 792458.
Oct 11 (Sun) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Oct 14 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Oct 14 (Wed) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
See October 3 for details.
Oct 17 (Sat) - Ewyas Harold Reserve and Common work party
Meet at 10.00am at the northern end of Ewyas Harold Common (GR: SO382302) adjacent to the cattle
grid. Approach from Abbey Dore off the B4347 at GR: SO384306. Contact Ian Hart 01981 510259.
Oct 21 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Oct 24 (Sat) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
See October 3 for details.
Oct 25 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
Meet at 10.00am in the car park (GR: SO929588). Contact Neil McLean 07710 626668.
Oct 28 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 1 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
See October 4 for details.

John Campbell talking about the birds of Prees
Heath during the Silver-studded Blue and heathland

re-creation walk on July 12. (Stephen Lewis)
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Nov 4 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 4 (Wed) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Access improvements to access track and northern entrance. See October 3 for details.
Nov 7 (Sat) - Chaddesley Wood moth recording
Meet at Jubilee Gate (GR: SO914736) 4.00pm. Contact: Mervyn Needham 01562 777461 or Alan Prior
0121 778 2973.
Nov 8 (Sun) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 11 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 14 (Sat) - Brown Hairstreak egg hunt
Meet at 10.00am at Three Parishes Hall, Grafton Flyford (next to the church) just off the A422Worcester
/ Stratford road (GR: SO963557). Contact Mike Williams 01299 824860.
Nov 18 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 21 (Sat) - AGM / Members Day 2009
To be held at Winchester University and hosted by the Hampshire & IOW Branch.
Nov 21 (Sat) - Haugh Wood work party
Meet at 10am in Haugh car park (GR: SO593365). Baked potatoes provided and firewood available to
take home! Contact Jeff Andrews 01432 870301 or Kate Wollen 07786 526 280.
Nov 22 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
See October 25 for details.
Nov 25 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Nov 25 (Wed) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Bramble clearance on the runway. See October 3 for details.
Nov 28 - 29 (Sat - Sun) - Ewyas Harold Weekend of Action
See October 17 for details.
Dec 2 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Dec 5 (Sat) - Ewyas Harold work party
See October 17 for details.
Dec 6 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
See October 4 for details.
Dec 9 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Dec 13 (Sun) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Dec 16 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Dec 19 (Sat) - Haugh Wood work party
See November 21 or details.
Dec 19 (Sat) - Prees Heath Common Reserve work party
Scrub clearance on the runway. See October 3 for details.
Dec 23 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Dec 27 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
See October 25 for details.
Dec 30 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 2 (Sat) - Brown Hairstreak egg hunt
See November 14 for details.
Jan 3 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
See October 4 for details.
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Black Arches at Norton
Covert on July 18.

(Alan Prior)
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Dates for your diary

Jan 6 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 10 (Sun) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 13 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 16 (Sat) - Haugh Wood work party
See November 21 for details.
Jan 17 (Sun) - Brown Hairstreak egg hunt
See November 14 for details.
Jan 20 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 24 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
See October 25 for details.
Jan 27 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Jan 31 (Sun) - Wyre Forest work party
Meet at 10.00am at back of Wyre Forest Discovery
Centre 2 in Callow Hill (GR: SO748739).
Feb 3 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Feb 6 (Sat) - Ewyas Harold work party
See October 17 for details.
Feb 7 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
See October 4 for details.
Feb 10 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Feb 14 (Sun) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Feb 17 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Feb 20 (Sat) - Haugh Wood work party
See November 21 for details.
Feb 21 (Sun) - Honeybourne work party
Meet at 10.00am at the railway bridge on the
Honeybourne to Mickleton road (GR: SP127441)
Contact John Tilt or Mike Williams.
Feb 24 (Wed) - Grafton Wood work party
See October 7 for details.
Feb 28 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
See October 25 for details.
Feb 28 (Sun) - Wyre Forest work party
See January 31 for details
Mar 6 (Sat) - Ewyas Harold work party
See October 17 for details.
Mar 7 (Sun) - Monkwood work party
See October 4 for details.
Mar 21 (Sun) - Honeybourne work party
See February 21.
Mar 28 (Sun) - Trench Wood work party
See October 25 for details.

Essex Skipper in Wyre Forest, Worcs.
(Rosemary Winnall)

Second brood Holly Blue on August 14.
(Nigel Spencer)
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Midlands moth-ers hope Diamonds are forever
This tiny moth with a wingspan of only 12 – 17mm
is always a welcome find as it can indicate
migration is taking place. UK populations can be
considerably increased by immigration and in good
years, like 2006, thousands can be encountered.
Moth-ers may see other migrants like Vestal,
Bordered Straw and Small Mottled Willow. Large
numbers of Diamond-backs may mean unusual
birds too. When the specimen in the photograph was
caught in May there were many reports of Black
Terns at Midland reservoirs. Patrick Clement
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Shobdon Hill Wood walk

West Midlands member
Richard Southwell reports
seeing a total of 32 Wood
Whites in an hour at
Wigmore Rolls in north-west
Herefordshire on May 30. He
was also delighted to see
eight Speckled Yellow, which
is not found in an urban
setting, but no Burnet
Companions which are seen
in truckloads in the Black
Country. However, what inter-
ests Richard most is what he
didn't see... Why was there
no Common Blue when the
foodplant is there?

As part of the Branch’s 30th
anniversary events Robin Hemming
organised a walk in Shobdon Hill
Wood. The walk was one of those
illustrated in the ‘30 Butterfly
Walks in the West Midlands’ guide
and was a completely new area for
most of us. A dozen people
managed to locate the start of the
walk even though we didn’t all start
at the same time. The butterfly list
for the day was great with 20
species including several surprises:
one very late Wood White, Essex Skippers and, best of all, three or four
Wall Browns. Some female Silver-washed Fritillaries starred for photo
opportunities and the number of Common Blues at the top of the hill was
impressive. To add to this the views from the top of the hill over the
Shropshire Hills and the Welsh Border were sublime. So many thanks to
Robin for finding such an interesting site and, if any of our readers would
like to go on this walk, remember it’s in the walks booklet. John Tilt

One of the Wall Browns.

Wonders of Wigmore


